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Abstract
In Heliotron-E device, the effects of combined heating with ECR and NBI on profile formation

and confinement have been studied. The various profiles can be obtained by the control of the heating

power, the heating method and the density. With the high power NBI, the peaked electron density and

ion temperature profiles are achieved simultaneously. On the contrary, the peaked electron temperature

and flat density profile is brought by ECH. The profile effects on the global energy confinement in the

medium density region are discussed in this paper.
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1. lntroduction
In order to study the transport in the rare colli-

sional region for the aims of improvement of the con-

finement and the expansion of the operation range, the

combined heating of the ECH and NBI has been car-

ried out in Heliotron-E under the boronized wall condi
tion[1]. Typical ECH plasma is characterized by the

broad density profile caused by strong particle 'pump-

ing-out'phenomena[2] except for the high density case.

When the ECH pulse is applied on the target NBI
plasma, the electron temperature in the central region

was increased and peaked since the power density of
the ECH at the center is comparable to that of NBI al-

though total ECH power is low (about 0.4 MW) com-
pared with the total NBI power (1-3 MW). At the
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same time the density in the central region decreases

because of strong 'pumping-out'. In NBI heating plas-

mas, high d mode was reported[3] for the example of
the confinement improvement. In this mode, the central
ion temperature increases as the peakedness of the
electron density increases. We studied on the relation
between the density peakedness and the appearance of
high { mode.

In this paper, we discuss the global confinement
time of the ECH and/or NBI heated plasmas in the
medium density range (from 1.0x101e m-3 to 6x101e

m-3;. The relation between the global confinement, the
local transport and various plasma profiles is investi-
gated. The electron temperature and density profiles

are measured by Thomson scattering and the ion tem-
perature profile is measured by the charge exchange

recombination spectroscopy. The stored energy is cal-

culated from these data with the assumption that the
ion density equals to the electron density. The global

confinement time zf is derived by the equation,

r$: W/(P^o"- dw/dt) (1)

where W is the total stored energy, P"o. is the total ab-

sorption power by NBI heating and/or ECH. The last

term of the denominator on the right hand side is esti-

mated from the diamagnetics signals. In most of all data
processed, dW/dt is less than 10% of P"0,.

2. Peaking Parameter Range
In this section, the peaking parameter range for the

electron density (4), tl" electron temperature (f) and

the ion temperature ( l) is described. The peaking pa-

rameter is defined as follows, d:a(O)/ ( a), where

a(0) is the central value of the parameter 'a' and ( a)
denotes the averaged value in the poloidal cross sec-

tion. In this study d is from 1.2 to 4.5. This range is

obtained only by NBI heated plasmas (P*", is from 1 to
3.3 MW). The parameter 4 of. ECH overlapped NBI
heating plasmas does not become large because of the
particle 'pumping-out' in the core region by ECH ef-
fect. With higher NBI power, larger fi"is obtained.

The parameter 4 of NBI heated plasma is in the
range from t.4 to 2.7. \and a have positive correla-
tion for high 4 mode plasmas, as shown in Fig. 1. This
tendency agrees with the discussion of high { mode.

There is no high I plasma in the low d" region. But
there is another branch in the large d" region, i.e. the
low 7] mode plasma exists in this region, too. The key
issue of the bifurcation is still under investigation. ECH
plasmas can not extend the range of f" and d. How-
ever, ECH has great effect on Z: Glg. 2). Without
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Fig. 1 The ion temperature-peaking parameter versus the
electron density-peaking parameter (open circle:
NBl, solid rectangular: ECH overlapped NBI). High (
mode region and low f, mode region are separated.
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Fig.2 The electron temperature-peaking parameter ver-
sus the electron density-peaking parameter (open
triangle: ECH, open circle: NBl, solid rectangular:
ECH overlapped NBI). The peaked f, and peaked n"
profiles can not be achieved simultaneously.

ECH, the range of i is t o- I.3 to 2.4.It is greatly ex-

tended by ECH up to 4.1. The on-axis 106GHz ECH
realizes the highest Q. The electron temperature and

the density cannot be peaked simultaneously because

the density 'pumping-out' mechanism can not be over-
come when [(0) is high or ECH power in the central
region is not sufficient when n"(0) is large. With high
power NBI, the ECH effect on 7" and f" disappears

due to the insufficient ECH power and cutoff according
to the high density of that parameter region.

3. The Profile Effects on the Global
Confinement Time

When the characteristics of the global confinement
time is considered, the empirical scaling is usually used
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to discuss the improvement, the parameter dependence,

and so on. We use the LHD scaling[4] as the standard

of the global confinement because it is deduced from

the data set of Heliotron-E experiment. The parameter

dependence is as follows,

rlno : 0.17 dR0.7s P-0r8ue0.6e80.84 (2)

where a is the minor radius (m), R, the major radius

(m), P"o, total absorption power (MW), n", the line

averaged density (1020 6-:; and B, the magnetic field

strength (T) at the axis.

The global confinement time for low d mode nor-

malized by LHD scaling decreases with f" as shown in
Fig. 3. The flat density profile is preferable from this

point of view. The LHD scaling is deduced from the

data with low i". This plot covers more wide area of n".

High { mode plasma appears at around 2.5 or higher

of 1". The slope for high { mode plasma is very small

compared with that for low { mode. Therefore, the de-

gradation of the global confinement in the peaked den-

sity seems to be compensated by high 4 mode. This

factor of improvement is not so large compared with
that of the ion local heat conduction coefficient in the
plasma central region which decreases by factor 10.

The effect of Q on the global confinement is dif-
ferent from that of A €ig. 4). The plots for the global

confinement of the combined heating plasma are lo-
cated in the different region from those of NBI plas-

mas. The peaking parameter for the NBI plasma is nar-
row, therefore, there is no dependence of the global

confinement time on Q for NBI plasmas. The depen-

dence of the global confinement on the pressure

peakedness is similar to that of f".

ECH on NBI

Fig.4 The relation between the global confinement and

the electron temperature-peaking parameter (open
circle: NBl. solid rectangular: ECH overlapped NBl,

open rectangular: ECH overlapped NBI in the low
density region). The plots of global confinement of
the combined heating plasmas in the low density
region are located in the different region from the
NBI data.

4. Summary
With ECH and NBI heating, temperature and den-

sity profiles have been controlled in the wide range.

The peaking parameter range is as follows, 4: t.2-4.5,
Tr:, I.4-2.7, T": t.3-4.L. But all parameters cannot be

controlled independently. There are several restricted

conditions, for example, the peaked electron tempera-

ture and the peaked density profile cannot be achieved

simultaneously. Peaked ion temperature profiles appear

only with the peaked density profiles. The fwo peaking
parameters have linear correlation. The global confine-

ment time for low d mode normalized by LHD scaling

decreases as the density becomes peaked. But the slope

of the global confinement of high f, mode against d" is

very small compared with that of low { mode. This im-
provement of the global confinement property is con-

sidered to be due to high { mode effect.
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Fig. 3 The relation of the global confinement and the den-
sity-peaking parameter (open circle: NBl, solid rec-
tangular: ECH overlapped NBl, solid circle: high {
mode NBI). For low I mode plasmas, the global
confinement decreases as the density-peaking pa-
rameter increases. The tendency for the high {
mode plasma is different.
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